Optimal image guided radiation therapy strategy for organs at risk sparing in radiotherapy of the prostate including pelvic lymph nodes.
Purpose of this study was to quantify the OAR dose for different position correction strategies, and to determine which strategy is most optimal for treating patients on the prostate and pelvic lymph nodes. For 30 patients, four different treatment plans were made reflecting different correction strategies: online correction on bony anatomy; offline correction on bony anatomy; online correction on the prostate fiducials; using 1 cm margins around both CTVs. The dose to the PTVs and OARs was quantified and a pairwise statistical analysis was performed. No statistically significant differences were observed in the dose to the PTVs, ensuring that any OAR sparing is not caused by differences in PTV coverage. Dose to the rectum and anal canal was lowest when applying an online correction on prostate fiducials, although the total PTV volume was higher. Dose to the small bowel bag and femoral heads was slightly higher compared to online correction on bony structures, but well within clinically acceptable limits. Although the total PTV volume is higher when applying an online correction on the prostate, this strategy leads to the most optimal sparing of relevant OARs, at the cost of a slightly higher dose to the femoral heads and small bowel bag.